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Abstract
This paper reflects on Groundbreaking: Extreme Landscapes in Grains and Pixels, a
real-time generative sound/video installation commissioned from the authors by the
UK Research Councils in 20071. The work interrogates visual and sonic
representations of soil studies to reveal interactions and tensions between extreme
environments and cultural experiences, between norms of scientific understanding
and contemporary sound/art practices. In doing so, the work offers a critique of
scientific hierarchies; its assertions, assumptions and attendant aphorisms. Although
challenges to established hierarchies are deeply embedded in science’s own history
- Francis Bacon’s Novum Organum still questions today’s domains2 - it suggests a
continuing resonance within debates about risk in the future directions of science.
Such a resonance is re-evaluated through processes of deduction, which links
scientific assertion with societal comment, and also of abstraction, which links
scientific modes of representation with artistic values of communication,
visualisation and sonification3.
People who live in geographically and socially marginalised areas of the world,
vulnerable to climate change, provide a compelling impetus and context for this
investigation. The African Sahel is one such area; bounded and contrasting the
desertified extremes of the Sahara with the needs of nomadic pastoralists and of
settled agrarian peoples. Established scientific routes provide a means towards
deductive understandings of the interaction between the environment and society
at both a regional- and local-scale; how people use (and have used) the landscape
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to support their daily lives, how landscapes are managed to achieve this, and how
such landscapes influence the development of society4.
Repeated snapshots of the Sahel region promote one understanding, at least within
subject domains entrained in sequences of similar studies: they may suggest how
adaptive strategies can be developed for the future of this region. Instead, we can
break out of this entrenchment, investigating new forms of dialogue that examine
and abstract atypical physical scales of human-landscape interaction. Evidence of
human activities may be preserved in the sediments of an extreme landscape5, and
by examining these we can gain an understanding of the nature and intensity of
past human-landscape interactions in an extreme context, and a trajectory for the
future.
This paper aims to further the comprehension of such interactions, reaching across
barriers presented by different temporal and spatial scales: between natural
landscape and the production of artefacts, between manufacture and the scientific
analysis of the provenance of artefacts, between the perception of visual and
sonified representations, and crucially, between micro-scale information and macroscale evidence of extreme climatic change. In doing so, and with reference to the
authors’ installation work, novel understandings are elicited regarding the nature,
scale and quality of the interfaces present.
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